BRIEFS

HIGHFIELDS HIRE BARNES

GRAFTON, Mass. — Highfields Golf & Country Club has named Thomas Barnes as its golf course superintendent. Barnes previously served as the assistant superintendent at Coral Ridge CC in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Highfields GC and CC is part of Highfields of G & CC is part of Highfields of Luxury developments by Magall Associates Inc. The 18-hole Cornish, Silva & Mumgum-designed course opened 10 holes this fall. The entire layout will open in mid-2003.

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — Penn State University is now accepting applications for its two-year golf course turfgrass management program for the class beginning in September 2003. The deadline for applications is Dec. 31, 2002. Applications can be obtained by calling 814-863-0129 or by visiting www.agronomy.psu.edu/academic/turfgrass.html.

BAYER AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Bayer ES has awarded scholarships to 11 university students pursuing turf-related degrees at several different universities. This year’s recipients are: John Wilhoit, University of Kentucky; Joel Randall, Iowa State University; Pat Immed, University of Wisconsin-Madison; George Barth, University of Nebraska; Brian Johnson, Mississippi State University; Brian Douph, Purdue University; Gregory Zumdahl, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign; Bryan Taylor, Kansas State University; Ben Catlett, University of Arkansas-Fayetteville; Graham Carey, University of Arkansas; Justin Smith, Louisiana State University.

WILEY BUYS GOLF TITLES

NEW YORK — John Wiley & Sons has purchased 50 turfgrass management and golf course design titles from Sleeping Bear Press/Clock Tower Press. The list includes “Golf Course Architecture” by Dr. Michael Hurdzan and “Turf Management for Golf Courses” by Dr. James Beard. Wiley plans to publish four to six new titles per year in the newly acquired segment.

MAINTENANCE

Ten years later, Squaw Creek still largely chemical-free

BY DOUG SAUNDERS

OLYMPIC VALLEY, Calif. — When the Resort at Squaw Creek opened in 1992, it was hailed as one of the first largely chemical-free golf courses in the country. The course was built during an era when golf courses were under intense scrutiny and suspicion as being toxic polluters, and those concerns are still a standstill.

The Resort at Squaw Creek became a test course for new ideas to control the use of chemical applications as well as promote new course management techniques. To obtain final approval, the developers and governing agencies attempted to address these concerns by compiling a Chemical Application Management Plan (CHAMP) that spelled out a specific turf management program for the golf course to follow. Today the course still functions under these restrictive policies under the direction of superintendent Mike Carlson, who is the second superintendent to care for this mountain course.

“I had very good knowledge of the course as I profiled its strict environmental policy and approach in my master’s thesis at the University of Wisconsin. The last seven years have been very challenging, but also very rewarding,” said Carlson, who came to the course in 1993 from Butler Country Club. Continued on page 11

East Coast courses face winter prep challenges

BY KATHY ANTAYA, CGCS

Maintenance activities on golf courses throughout the Northeast and parts of the Mid-Atlantic states this fall will be doubly focused on recovery from summer stresses and preparations for winter survival.

The extended drought (with attendant water restrictions) and high disease incidence this summer have dramatically increased the need for regrassing and turf recovery work. Unfortunately, many municipalities face continued water-use restrictions. Without regular fall rains, these ongoing irrigation limitations will compromise superintendents’ efforts to recover turf density and quality. Alternative agronomic strategies, flexible plans, and good communication with course officials will be needed to accomplish crucial chores. Some drastic measures may be necessary, some work will have to wait and compromise will be key.

BEATING THE DROUGHT

Although drought restrictions vary by locality, some regulations provide for supplemental irrigation. Areas of intense play, such as this approach, will require rescheduling this fall.

If you can’t beat Poa annua, imitate it

BY KEVIN J. ROSS, CGCS

Successful sports teams analyze the strength of their opponents and make adjustments to minimize or eliminate that strength. In turfgrass management, we also use that philosophy. We look at diseases and minimize their effects by taking away a component that makes a particular disease thrive (moisture, nitrogen, etc.).

Poa annua, however, has a primary strength that is very difficult to eliminate or minimize. In this case, we need to think outside the box and imitate it.

What makes Poa successful is its amazing ability to produce seed, even at extremely low heights of cut. Bentgrass does not possess the ability to seed at the desired heights of cut used in golf course management. But what if it did have the ability to seed? Would this ability make it more competitive against Poa annua? It seems logical that it would.

Then again, the seeding of Poa annua is also a drawback when it comes to consistent putting surfaces. It makes sense then not to breed bentgrass to have the ability to seed at Continued on page 9

Air Tech rolls out Air Boom sprayer for turf

BY ANDREW OVERBECK

WINTERHAVEN, Fla. — After 12 years concentrating exclusively on the orchard and nursery markets, Air Tech Sprayers has entered the golf course market with its Air Boom sprayer.

The low-volume unit uses a high-speed fan to spray chemicals out of shear nozzles at speeds up to 180 miles per hour, allowing for greater penetration of the turf canopy and increased plant surface coverage. The nozzles are 24 to 36 inches above the ground and the spray particle size is 50 microns.

“There is very little wind drift or side drift,” said president Dale Schaaf. “You can run it right next to houses without worrying about it and use it in windy conditions.”

Air Tech has been field testing the unit this year and is now actively marketing it to golf courses. Superintendent Lars Marohn at Warrior Golf Club in Chino, Calif., is in charge of golf distribution.

“My neighbor at Warrior GC is one of the first to use the unit and loves it,” said Schaaf. "He’s excited about the reduction in water use, and the spray is so efficient that dodging water is not an issue."
Pollock staying on top of Eagle Run and Stone Creek courses

By ANDREW OVERBECK

OMAHA, Neb. — Richard Pollock, CGCS, came on board during the construction of Eagle Run Golf Club here in 1989 and has not stopped building since. In addition to Eagle Run, the superintendent oversees the 27-hole Stone Creek Golf Club and a new 270-acre lake project. Local real estate developer Horgan Development Co. owns all three properties.

Eagle Run is a nine-hole executive course and a nine-hole par-3 course built within a housing development. The course was developed jointly by owner Bob Horgan, architect Jeff Brauer and builder Bill Kuby.

"It was a matter of coming up with the lots that you needed to have to make the project profitable," said Pollock, who sent the maps to the engineers, they laid out the housing and we built golf on what was left.

After nine years running that facility, Horgan came to Pollock with the plans for the Grant Wencel-designed Stone Creek Golf Club.

"He handed me a set of plans and asked me if I thought I could build this," Pollock said. "I said yes and we started moving dirt in May of 1999."

Pollock acted as the general contractor and hired sub-contractors to complete the job. The course opened for play in 2000.

"I hired a shaper and an irrigation installer and we did a lot on our own," Pollock said. "It was my first shot out of the bag for construction management, and getting everyone to work together was the biggest challenge. If you don't keep everyone getting along, they don't move forward very well. It took a while because we had to put it in 782 house lots."

The 596-acre project has more than 200 houses already and another 150 under construction. The golf course takes up 221 acres of the property.

"This is high-quality affordable golf," noted Pollock. "Everyone deserves a quality round and Grant [Wencel] went back and forth with our engineers to make sure the golf course would fit."

GOOD SUMMER, GOOD STAFF

Both courses have bluegrass and ryegrass fairways and fescue and ryegrass roughs. Eagle Run features Penncross greens and Stone Creek has L-93 greens. While a large part of the country battled drought damage, Pollock said the course benefited from the hot, dry conditions.

"Hot and dry conditions actually helped," he said. "We have had a lot of wind, so I have sprayed fungicides on the greens only one time this year. We have plenty of water from three wells out here."

The two courses are two miles apart and Pollock has two assistants who split time at each facility.

"I am on Eagle Run at least two times a day," Pollock said. "They bought me a new truck a couple of years ago and I already have 60,000 miles on it."

Between the two courses, Pollock has seven full-time employees and his staff peaks in the summer-time at 39. Pollock, who also fills the mechanic's shoes, attributes much of his success to maintaining a consistent staff.

"My average turnover is five to six years," he said. "I keep a blend of college kids and retired folks so I am never without staff that doesn't know anything."

Pollock attributes his low turnover rate to treating his employees like family.

"I treat them well because they take care of me," he said. "If they have a problem they can come to me and I help them solve it. I have a great team here."

MORE ON HIS PLATE

In addition to thickening turf in the roughs and on lake banks and fixing wet areas that have settled out, Pollock has been busy supervising the construction of a lake at Horgan's Newport Landing.

"We built a recreational boating lake behind a dam," Pollock said. "I picked out the material for the sea wall, put in the pumping system and we are putting water in it now."

More projects could be on the way for the busy superintendent.

"Horgan is still building," he said. "There will be more to come."

Californias courses take different overseeding approaches

By ANDREW OVERBECK

PALM DESERT, Calif.—As golf courses up north shut down for winter, courses in the Sun Belt are gearing up for more play by overseeding their soon-to-be dormant bermudagrass turf.

While every course that overseeds does so to provide green turf for winter play, approaches and techniques are different depending on locations and microclimates. No where is this fact more evident than in Southern California.

Mike Kocour, superintendent at The Springs Club in Palm Desert, Calif., takes a more aggressive approach to overseeding than do the courses closer to the coast.

"We verticut and scalp it with flail mowers and get the ryegrass seed down in there," said Kocour. Taking this approach in such a dry area creates dust problems, so Kocour makes sure to water lightly to stay within the state's PM 10 air pollution regulations.

"We have found that a little bit of watering before sweeping and before mowing and dehatching reduces PM 10 issues by 99 percent," he said.

Kocour will close the course for the entire month of October this year. He starts the process in mid-September by spreading the bermudagrass into dormancy. The course will re-open Nov. 3 with a mixture of Palmer, Prelude and Paragon perennial ryegrass in the fairways.

KEEPPING UP WITH THE COMPETITION

Like an increasing number of inland courses, superintendent Ken Davidson at Industry Hills Golf Course in La Puente joined the overseeding bandwagon this year. Previ- ously the course had only overseeded its tees and allowed its bermudagrass fairways to go dormant.

The change was made to increase revenues in the winter season.

"With thin and muddy condi- tions January through March, we decided to make the change and last year was very successful," said Davidson. "The cost of the labor, seed and time was offset by in- creased play and the satisfaction of our existing players. It is a competitive thing, you have to follow suit if the course down the street is doing it." Davidson estimated that 50 percent of the courses in his area are currently overseeding.

With two courses, Industry Hills has an advantage over other layout s because it can close one down while working on the other.

"We do one course in late Sep- tember and the other course in mid-October," said Davidson. "The key for us was to minimize our turf renovation. We did just enough to get a good seed bed and get good germination. But we didn't do so much that we damaged the bermudagrass to the point where it won't recover the following year."

OUT ON THE PACIFIC COAST

Courses on the Pacific Coast face a similar situation. With daytime temps in the mid-60s most of the year, bermudagrass at Pelican Hill Golf Club in Newport Coast never really gets that strong. As a result, superintendent Steve Thomas treats it lightly during overseeding.

"We don't get as aggressive as they get in the desert, because if we do it affects our spring transition. We don't want to knock it out," he said. "We scalp it lightly and cut the water back and put on plant growth regulators before we put the ryegrass seed out."

Thomas' main concern this year is lack of precipitation. Since he has clay soils that don't drain well and he irrigates with effluent, salts build up quickly.

"We are coming off the driest year in California history and we need rain to flush our soils because the salt levels in these soils are off the charts," he said. "I am contracting a company to come out and spread gypsum wall-to-wall, which is the best thing we can do right now."

Thomas also has two courses to help in the overseeding process. He closes the South course in Sep- tember and the North course at the end of October. Each course is closed for two weeks, and then golf cars are restricted to paths for a month. Once the South course is back to normal, he gets to work on the North course.
Courses repair drought damage

Continued from page 7

irrigation applications for new seed- ing. Other drought regulations re- strict the total usage, but it is up to the Superintendent to determine distribution. In both cases, fall aera- tion and overseeding/regrassing plans can move forward, albeit in a somewhat restricted fashion.

Where overall water consumption is curtailed, turf managers need to regrass must make hard choices where to cut back regular irrigation for use on seeding establish- ment. With reduced fall play, tees can be consolidated, irrigation and mowing can be stopped once turf goes dormant and practice fa- cilities can be closed in order to ration water.

GREEN RECOVERY

Where water restrictions are still in place, efforts should focus on putting green surface recovery since weak turf is more susceptible to winter injury. Fertilize more often or at higher rates to increase den- sity and strengthen plants and plan a heavy application for late fall. Aeration and overseeding will be needed to recover turf quality but a decrease in aeration tine size may be appropriate. Communicate these limitations to course officials and prepare for an aggressive spring aeration schedule.

Despite water restrictions, overseeding of greens must be done this fall to regain density and putting quality. Frequently done in conjunction with fall aeration, overseeding can proceed as a stand- alone practice. Proper seed placement (approximately a half-inch deep), seed to soil contact and post- seeding maintenance will be es- pecially critical. Light sand topdress- ing and brooming will help to work seed into the soil. This tactic will minimize playing surface disruption and moisture loss, if it rains, seed is ready. If not, little harm is done and seed may still be viable in the spring.

If various factors make rough seeding a poor choice for your fa- cility this fall, then weed control should be emphasized. Herbicide treatments are very effective in the autumn, provided weeds are ac- tively growing; one adequate rain can rehydrate drought-stressed weeds. Be prepared to treat weeds one day or so following rainfall – keep products in stock, calibrate sprayers ahead of time and pre- calculate tank rates. Finally, plan on more weed control next year, too. Weed populations explode the year after a drought due to turf thinning.

Kathy Antaya is an agronomist for the USGA Green Section's Northeast Region.

BUNKER RENOVATION: CASE STUDY #27

Jack used to struggle with his maintenance budget.

He always looked for ways to control costs yet deliver results.

Over the years, he implemented many new methods and routines.

His bunkers always eluded him.

After most storms, he would spend $1,800 to $2,500 on labor, repairing water damage on his bunkers. Jack was looking for answers to his bunker problem and found a solution that works.

WEED CONTROL

MANAGEMENT TIPS

- Have an aerial photo taken of the course as documentation of poor irrigation coverage.
- Analyze sprinkler coverage and determine if a change of heads or nozzles might be helpful.
- Identify tree root competition and plan to root prune.
- Drain tile installation (especially trenching) is easier when soils are dry.

TOUGH DECISIONS ...

SERIOUS SOLUTIONS

He turned to an advanced technology from IVI-GOLF. Sandtrapper™ lines the bunker and ends the routine of sand trap maintenance. It prevents washouts, sand contamination and eliminates short renovation cycles.

Jack made the right decision. Now, he spends a lot less money on labor.

This keeps the course owners satisfied and leaves room in the budget for other important items. He’s happy to have found a serious solution to his elusive bunker problem.

Stop struggling with tough decisions and contact IVI-GOLF.

We’ll send you a product information guide to learn more about Sandtrapper.

888-970-5111 www.sandtrapper.com
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